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CENTRE NEWS 

FAMILY CHALLENGES. QIP GOAL 

This year as part of our Quality Improvement 

Plan (QIP) we will be Challenging families to 

join us each month to support us as we become 

environmentally conscious, healthier in our food 

choices and physical movements and our ability 

to reuse and repurpose items that we may  add to 

land fill.  For February we are 

challenging families to support 

us by donating bottle tops and 

cardboard cylinders for our 

outdoor play experiences. These 

items allow children to engage 

in construction activities and 

challenges that support literacy and numeracy 

skills as children count the number of bottle tops 

to make 

the tallest 

tower  or 

plan the 

craziest 

car jump 

by using 

cylinders 

as they express ideas around slips and gravity . 

Our Goal is 200 bottle tops and at least 60 

cardboard cylinders. (NQA 1, 2, 3 5, 6, &7) 

Together let’s achieve this goal. 

AUSTRALIA’S HEALTHIEST 

LUNCH BOX. 

In Partnership with Life Education and 

Woolworths  we will be  viewing children’s 

lunch boxes and entering the healthiest lunch 

boxes that we can find. As part of this initiative 

we will be creating healthy lunch boxes for 

children by making sandwiches and treats to go 

into out lunch boxes to taste. This will allow 

children to explore visually what a Healthy lunch 

box looks like and what they need to include in 

their lunch boxes each day. We will focus on 

healthy fruits and vegetables, water and 

sandwiches and wrap fillings using healthy 

vegetables  as well as healthier snack choices. 

Children will receive awards for their Healthy 

lunch boxes and prizes for the healthiest lunch 

boxes will be drawn on the 17th of March with 

entries closing on the 12th February, so help us 

by creating the healthiest lunch box that you can 

imagine. 

PARENT ALERT 

Need new ideas for 

lunches and reduce 

waste register today with 

the link below February 10th. FREE 

https://www.healthylunchboxweek.org.au/  

CELEBRATING AUSTRALIA 

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH  

Our beautiful Bunyips enjoyed making 

lamingtons as they carefully coated their cake 

pieces in chocolate icing and rolling it in 

coconut.  The children thoroughly enjoyed the 

texture of the icing and with some help from our 

educators the gooey icing felt fantastic between 

some very excited 

fingers.  Once they were 

tossed in coconut, they 

were placed in the 

fridge to set. Eating the 

lamingtons was the best 

part of this experience. 

Simply delicious. Wren, 

Arnaaz, Mia, Jakshith, Dhaksh and Lexi enjoyed 

crumbling their lamingtons on their plates as 

they eagerly devoured their creations.  

 

Miss Casey read the book  “ All about our 

Australian Animals,” to delight of our Bunyips 

who listened eagerly as each page was turned. 

Educators encouraged the children to flap their 

arms like wings and hop like a kangaroo as they 

explored our very unique wildlife.  
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The Playful possums 

were very excited to 

assist Miss Jaina to 

make our extremely 

healthy  banana and 

coconut muffins. The 

children  developed 

their mathematical, 

scientific thinking and sensory skills by 

measuring and mixing the ingredients. They used 

their sense of smell, sight 

and touch to identify and 

explore each ingredients. 

Playful possums continue 

their exploration of 

Australia and Australia 

day celebrations as they 

took part in experiences 

such as reading” 

Kangaroos Hop”,” 

Australia at the beach”, Don’t call me Bear and 

Kangaroo plays the didgeridoo. We all enjoyed 

dancing to the  wombat 

wobble and singing 

Waltzing Matilda and Give 

me a home amongst the 

gum trees. Our craft 

focused on  using dot 

painting technique and 

colouring in our Australian 

flag.  

Our Busy Bees used their creative skills to create 

a paper plate opera house and dot painting 

technique to create cardboard tube didgeridoos. 

They participated in an Australian thong 

throwing competitions  and enjoyed  walking 

like an Australian animal as they followed the 

animals to Uluru. For 

an Australian treat 

they made vegemite 

and cheese scrolls. 

The children assist 

Miss Isha to spread 

the vegemite on puff 

pastry using plastic 

knives and then added cheese on a top. They 

then rolled the puff pastry slowly into a cylinder 

shape and cut it out into small pieces. All the 

children came together to share their special 

Australia Day afternoon tea. (NQA 1, 2, 3 5, 6, &7) 

COVID SAFETY: 
With the return 

to school this 

month we are 

mindful that 

there will be an 

increase in 

covid cases. If 

a child is 

positive or family member, we would be 

appreciative if you could notify the service 

immediately and remain in isolation for 7 days or 

until symptoms are no longer prevalent. 

Although it is not mandatory for the children to 

wear mask, we do encourage 

families to allow children to 

wear masks.  If an educator 

tests positive we will notify 

families by calling them 

directly, emailing families 

and placing a notice on the 

front door as part of our Covid safety Plan. 

Please keep our educators safe so that they can 

continue to care for your child.  

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH CHINA  

Chinese New 

Year is also 

known as the 

Spring 

Festival as it 

marks the end of the 

coldest days. People 

welcome spring  and 

enjoy new 

beginnings, flowers 

plants and enjoying 

the sunny outdoors 

and evenings . The children will be engaging 

in cooking experiences of fried rice , rice 

paper rolls and develop their fine motor skills 

as they attempt to use Chop sticks to pick up a 

collection of items . They will develop their 

literacy skills to create Chinese proverbs to 

highlight good fortune and prosperity for 

each other. The children will wish their 

friends and educators  positive thoughts as we 

begin 2022. (NQA 1, 2 5, 6, &7) 
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 WORLD RADIO DAY 13th Feb 

We will support 

children to use their 

language skills to 

tell stories and to 

make requests as 

they make their own 

telephones and 

encourage them to be 

Radio announcers. 

Radio is a great means 

of communication as it 

takes away screens and 

allows children to focus 

on what they hear, 

rather than what they see. We will use our radio 

for songs and listen to the news and weather 

announcements throughout the day . We will 

create a carboard mega phone so that the 

children can use this during outdoor play to 

announce the end of play and the start of 

activities.  

 14th Feb 

Expressing feelings 

and developing 

children awareness of their own self-regulation is 

supported by listening, suggestions, cuddles and 

expressions of love. Our children are very 

precious and it is a great time to support them to 

express their love for their family and friends. 

The children will all make a small gift as they  

identify hearts as shapes and use their fine motor 

skills to cut and draw. Have a wonderful 

Valentine’s Day. (NQA 1 5, 6, &7) 

INCURSIONS 

We will be recommencing incursions in March . 

We will attempt to have these in the outdoor 

environment to allow greater ventilation and 

social distancing . These will be $12 per child for 

their attending day . Children enjoy exploring 

with music and hands on experiences as they 

broaden their knowledge, skills and interests. 
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)   

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:  

BUSY BEES:  

Week 1: Australian Animals  

Week 2: World Around Us 

Week 3: Valentine  

Week 4: Culture 

Our Busy Bees  have transitioned effortlessly 

into their new routines. Our main goal this term 

is for the children to familiarise themselves with 

their environment as they 

meet new peers and 

develop broader  

relationships. They will 

be supported to develop 

their resilience as they 

achieve their outcome 

goals over the next 3 

months. Throughout January, we have been 

focusing on self-help skills- making our own 

beds, placing our own belongings in our bags-

and taking responsibility for ourselves. The 

children love taking part in new experiences 

focused around 

fine motor skills 

such as finding 

objects in rice 

and lentils, 

colour sorting 

and beading. 

These activities 

assist to develop 

colour recognition as well as hand eye 

coordination and fine motor skills.  

In February, the children will be supported to 

develop their social skills as they participate in 

group activities, dramatic play, sensory play and 

outdoor challenges. This will provide 

opportunities to grow confidence with greeting 

educators and peers, turn taking, talking and 

listening, sharing, asking for help, identifying 

feelings, empathy, overcoming fears and anxiety, 

managing frustration, calming down and 

speaking up. 
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We will explore different cultures as we 

celebrate Chinese New Year and Valentine’s 

Day. We will explore the differences and 

similarities between  cultures through stories 

such as ‘We Are All Equal’, ‘Its’s Fun to be 

Bilingual’, and engage in cultural music, arts and 

craft.  We will explore feelings, including how to 

identify how we feel in different situations and 

how to express our feeling to others. Children 

will learn about  emotions through recognising 

emotions using emotion felt board and emotion 

flash cards, and stories.  

 

Literacy Focus: We will be 

focusing on the letters Ss, Tt. 

Ii and Ff to develop letter and 

their sound recognition using  

flash cards, letter sounds, 

letter hunt etc.  

 

Numeracy Focus: The numbers 3 (Three) 4 

(Four) 5(five) 6(six) during the month of 

February to develop  number recognition and 

counting skills.  

Colours: We will 

focus on colour 

green, yellow, 

orange and purple. 

As we will look at  

different shades of 

these colours. We 

will do finger 

painting using the colour of the week, play I spy 

the colour….and play colour matching games.  

 

Shapes:  We will  

identify triangles, 

octagons, rectangles, 

and ovals by using 

materials such as 

flash cards, blocks, 

books, and games. 

 

Sight words: My, I 

s, Big and You . Parents are encouraged to use 

these at home to reinforce concepts across 

different learning environments. We will  

encourage children to identify sight words during 

story time.  

 

Reminders: Sun safety:  No thongs or singlets 

to the centre. All children need to bring a wide 

brimmed or bucket hat each day. Caps do not 

protect the neck, so please no caps. 

Healthy eating:  Please ensure you pack only 

healthy food in your child’s lunch box. Food 

items like donuts, muffins, fairy bread packaged 

food etc. will be sent back home. Please ensure 

that your child’s lunch box and drink bottle is 

clean and labelled. 

PLAYFUL POSSUMS 

Week1: Culture 

Week2: 

Celebrations/Valentine’s Day 

Week3: Insects and Radio 

Week 4: Seasons 

Our Playful possums have settled  into the room  

routine as they become familiar with their 

educators and peers. They openly express their 

identify to each other by using their names 

during group times and singing our hello song. I 

wonder what’s your name and hey hey what’s 

your name greeting each other. Our  Australia 

day celebrations 

highlighted our 

unique country and 

the diversity of 

cultures that make 

us all Australians. 

Our children love 

Sleeping Bunnies 

but with a twist where they focused on 

Australian animals and their movements as they 

pretended to move like 

wombats , emus , 

kangaroos and cockatoos.  

Our Australia Day beach 

ball was a real hit as they 

children kicked , threw 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=images&cd=&docid=ruDBjN_s14ZmBM&tbnid=tiGbqjheGxwPyM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://theconversation.com/worth-a-thousand-words-the-top-10-best-australian-childrens-picture-books-11359&ei=naW1UemVNo3mkgWQnYDwCA&bvm=bv.47534661,d.dGI&psig=AFQjCNEyNUa0Gh_5WHSwUGDenXCz4-593w&ust=13709452
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and bounced the ball across our outdoor space to 

each other yelling “ Aussie 

Aussie, Aussie.  

They enjoyed painting 

Australian animals using dot 

painting technique, and 

created a Kangaroo collage 

using coloured paper cuttings 

and printing their handprint 

around the Australian map. 

In February we will continue exploring the  

world around us by learning about different 

cultures and celebrations as a part of our events 

for  Chinese New Year and Valentine’s Day. We 

will read stories ‘Hello’ as we learn how people 

around the world speak different languages and 

say hello. By reading feelings stories we will  

develop our understanding of feelings and how 

to express our feelings to others. The children 

will engage in making paper plate drums,  

Chinese lanterns, making coloured ice cubes 

hearts, fizzing bi carb soda hearts with coloured 

vinegar experimenting, and experimenting with 

sounds through our radio week and using cups 

and strings to make our own telephones .  We 

also will learn about insects and extend this 

theme as part of our room focus for the term . 

We will explore changes in our weather through   

seasons as we head towards end of summer and 

beginning of an Autumn. Children will visit the 

front garden, watering the plants, observing and 

recording changes in plants and weather along 

with investigating any insects in the garden.  

As a part of our intentional teaching each month 

we will be introducing Playful possums to 2 

letters, 2 numbers, 2 shapes and 2 colours during 

our literacy, numeracy and concepts groups. 

Literacy 

We will be focussing on the letters S & T. 

Children will be encouraged to identify these 

letters and most importantly the sound each letter 

makes through play-based learning activities 

such as fishing the magnetic letter tiles, alphabet 

scavenger hunt around the room, letter collage 

discussing the letter name and sound.  

Numeracy 
During our numeracy 

groups  will  focus on 

the numbers 3 & 4. The 

children will be 

encouraged to identify 

the numbers through 

number hunt in sensory 

bins, counting using 

loose parts and 

performing different 

FMS further developing both their visual 

understanding of each number, counting and 

value of the number.   

Concept 

The children will be learning the  colours Red 

and Blue and shapes 

Circle and Square. 

They will be 

encouraged  to identify 

the colours using 

coloured counters and 

blocks; colouring using 

the focus colour and 

colour hunt around the 

room. We will introduce them to shape circle 

and square discussing the properties of each 

shape using flash cards. Children will be then 

encouraging to identify the shape using shape 

puzzles or shape sorters.  

BABY BUNYIPS STIMULUS 

Week 1- Musical 

instruments 

Week 2- Valentine Day  

Week 3- Celebrations  

Week 4- Farm animals  
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We will be focussing on musical instruments as 

children listen to the various sounds. Music 

brings the children together ,as they  develop 

their social skills, creativity, exploration skills 

and develop knowledge of sound and tempo. We 

will explore music through Radio for Radio Day 

as the children are encouraged to swing and 

sway to the music. 

Valentine’s Day will support children to share  

special gifts with their families. The children will 

explore farm animals using books, songs and our 

dramatic play area.  

We will celebrate  Chinese Culture through arts 

& craft, stories, videos and music in celebration 

of the Chinese New Year of the Tiger. 

 

We will be focusing on 

farm animals using 

dramatic play experiences, 

songs and music to capture 

their interest and teach 

them the names of 

different animals and the 

sounds each of them 

makes. This will assist in 

developing the language and communication 

skills. 

The focus words for literacy in February will be 

YES. Children are encouraged to say “yes’ 

throughout the day in response to educators’ 

requests. E.g., “Do you want water to drink”? 

In January, we 

focused on helping 

the children settle 

back into routine and 

encouraged them to 

get to know each 

other through group 

activities including 

construction, dancing, bubbles and music. Some 

of the new children are still trying to find their 

feet and we will continue to build relationships 

with them to help them feel confident and 

comfortable in their new environment.  

We are   focusing on getting to know our 

families, friends and 

Australia. The 

children enjoyed 

celebrating Australia 

as they creamed the 

Australia flag, 

Australia map 

handprint, and creating Koala’s out of their 

footprints as they sung  “Home among the gum 

trees”, Australian anthem ‘Waltzing Matilda’ 

dancing to the ‘Wombat Wobble’. Educator will 

read books during the mealtimes to promote 

children’s language and listening skills. We 

encourage all families to read to their children 

each night.  Look at the Books that we have 

read! (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7) 

Are you, my mummy? 

The things I love about grandparents. 

The things I love about family. 

Hello! 

                        The ANZAC Violin 

I am Australian too. 

Aussie Alphabet 

Lest we Forget 

Give me a home among the gumtree. 

YARNING BOOK: - (NQA 1, 2, 5, 6, &7) 
We use our Yarning book to share stories with 

families about their children while in care, the 

families then can take the yarning book home for 

1 week and share some of their child’s interests 

from home with us. Every week each child has 

an opportunity to take the yarning book home 

and pour their experiences in it and bring it back 

the following week for the next child. Once it’s 

returned, we 

will send it out 

to another 

family. Lexi 

and Mael will 

be the children 

to share their 

stories for the 

month of 

February. 
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COMPANION BEARS  

School Girl Jess in the Bees will be going to 

Eli and Anvi. Nurse Natasha in the Busy Bees 

will be going to Isaac and Navya. We can’t wait 

to see the adventures that they go on.   

 

 

 

 

OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES 

Fundamental movement skills  

Moving into February our Fundamental 

movement skill of the month will be running! 

Running is a great way to stay active and make 

sure that we are getting our recommended 

physical activity in for the day in both children 

and adults. For many 

people this may seem like 

an easy skill but for little 

ones it’s a new challenge 

which needs to be taught 

and promoted both at 

school and home. Starting 

with  one leg apart and 

one in front of the other, 

the child will shift their 

weight onto their front leg 

moving the non-

supportive leg in front to 

take its place, repeating so 

that both legs are taking 

turns being the back / 

front leg.  For more 

information about how to 

teach running to your little 

one, visit the Munch and 

Move website which will explain and show you 

how to promote running through different 

activities. (NQA 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &7) 

https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/ca

mpaignsprograms/FMSinAction3-5yrolds.pdf 

To promote running this month we will be 

focusing on games we 

already know such as 

what’s the time Mr wolf, 

Relay races, stuck in the 

mud and some new games 

like Rabbit tag, where 

children will be asked to 

tuck scarfs into their 

pockets like rabbit ears then 

run around the outdoor area trying to steal the 

scarfs from their friends.  

 

STEM  

For our STEM activities this month we are 

focusing on Water 

play which is a 

form of sensory 

play that promotes 

fine motor skills, 

curiosity and 

investigation skills 

as well as social 

skills. So far this month we have had different 

themed activities such as Under the sea themed 

featuring sea 

creatures, fake 

rocks and different 

plants. Water play 

can be adapted to 

each age group to 

provide a safe and 

fun way of 

incorporating sensory play into the outdoor area! 

https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/FMSinAction3-5yrolds.pdf
https://healthykids.nsw.gov.au/downloads/file/campaignsprograms/FMSinAction3-5yrolds.pdf
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

STAFF (NQA 1, 2, 5, 6, &7) 
As part of our 

Quality 

Improvement 

Plan for 2022 

all educators 

will complete 

the following 

online courses. 

1. Munch and Move E- Learning to support 

Healthy eating and Physical activity  

2. Office of the Children Guardian  - Child 

Protections and Reporting modules 

3. Food Safety – All about Allergens for 

Early childhood settings . 

These courses support educators to provide high 

quality care for children and to respond 

appropriately to children when required. 

POLICY UPDATES  

 OVER THE COUNTER CREAMS 
Many families provide 

nappy rash creams that 

are purchased over the 

counter without  a 

prescription . For 

educators to administer 

these medications 

parents must complete a 

medical form acknowledging the consent of 

these products. Over the counter products must 

be provided in the original packaging with 

application instructions clearly labelled. A record 

of each application will be kept at the service to 

ensure that all medications are administered as 

prescribed. (NQA, 2, 5, 6, &7) 

PARENT CODE OF CONDUCT  

Children learn from what they see. Our actions 

say a thousand words. Our Parent Code of 

Conduct acknowledges the shared respect  that 

we extend to each other . We ask that  all 

families acknowledge  this Code of conduct by 

signing this declaration at the start of the year. 

We look forward to sharing sustained 

relationships with all our families in 2022. (NQA 2, 

5, 6, &7) 

EDUCATORS CODE OF CONDUCT  

OUR CODE OF ETHICS 

In 2021 as part of our staff meeting, we revisited 

our code of conduct. In 2022 staff will 

acknowledge their responsibilities as they care 

for children , families and the community. Our 

professional dress, dialogue and the way in 

which educators conduct themselves at the 

service and within their own lives in a reflection 

of this code as we place the interests and safety 

of children first. We will place this code in our 

staff room as a daily reminder of our 

commitment to the  children in our care.  (NQA 1, 2, 

4, 5, 6, &7) 

February Birthdays  

 

Bunyips -  Gurfateh 21st  

Possums -   Aansh 11th , Hrishi 17th      

                    Imrose 27th  

Bees -     Mahira 3rd        

A Final Thought 

 

From Our 

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS 

TEAM  


